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SAO PAULO



VISUAL MERCHANDISE
SAO PAULO is perfect for kids - by the low height, 
even the little ones can see the delicious flavours of 
ice cream. The smooth-running, two-piece, straight 
sliding lids with the proven and patented AHT cover 
frame ensures easy removal of goods. 

HIGH ENERGY SAVINGS
SAO PAULO scores with a low power consump-
tion. In addtion, the new energy-saving fan saves 
0.5 kWh daily.

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
SAO PAULO is completely free of CFCs and 
HFCs and uses the ecologically harmless and natural 
refrigerant propane (R290). This is our contribution 
to a better environment.

LOW COST
SAO PAULO is completely maintenance-free. The 
proven AHT quality guarantees you a trouble-free 
longevity. SAO PAULO is suitable for climate class 
3 to 7 trough the different design variants.

SMART INSTALLATION
Thanks to the plug-in installation, SAO PAULO can 
be used immediately. Simply connect it to a stan-
dard power outlet and place it wherever you want.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE
Due to different version it is perfect suitable for 
impulse and scooping ice cream. As SAO PAULO 
is equipped with rolls it can easy be moved to your 
prefered spot.

SAO PAULO is perfect for all types of ice cream. Wheter packaged 
ice cream flavors or open ice cream with SAO PAULO the eye eats 
definitely with. This is pure pleasure.

Elegant and enjoyable

TEMPERATURE RANGES

Freezing –14 °C to –23 °C
Scooping ice cream –6 °C to –23 °C

AHT cooling units are constructed individually: 
Using our template, you create the design, 
then we apply it directly during production.

INDIVIDUELLES BRANDING



USPs
IDEAL FOR WRAPPED & OPEN ICE CREAM
SAO PAULO presents both open and packaged ice cream 
flavours.  Due to the low height, it is easiliy accessible from all four 
sides. With  the scooping top it can perfectly be used for scooping 
ice cream.

INDEPENDENT POSITIONING
SAO PAULO can be accessed from all sides and provides  
the ideal solution due to its different variants.

SAO PAULO H68

SAO PAULO H175

SAO PAULO H100



_   Temperature display: outside and/or inside
_   Condensate drain
_   Robust castors (lockable)
_   Light canopy
_   scooping attachment for scooping ice 

cream
_   Inner LED light
_   Baskets and inner dividers

_   Lock
_   Additional fastening options in the form of 

rivet nuts
_   Isolated sliding lids
_   energy saving fan

ACCESSORIES

SAO PAULO H125 SAO PAULO H150



SAO PAULO H68 SCOOP

SAO PAULO H125 SCOOP

SAO PAULO H100 SCOOP

SAO PAULO H150 SCOOP

SAO PAULO H175 SCOOP



AHT Cooling Systems GmbH

Werksgasse 57 
8786 Rottenmann | Austria 
p. +43 3614 24 51-0
sales@aht.at 
www.aht.at
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DIMENSIONS

SAO PAULO G | S  | 68 | 100 | 125 | 150 | 175

lenght, exterior / interior | mm | 678 / 530 | 998 / 850 | 1,248 / 1,100 | 1,498 / 1,350 | 1,748 / 1,600

Depth, exterior / interior | mm | 709 / 560 | 709 / 560 | 709 / 560 | 709 / 560 | 709 / 560

height outside front / rear | mm | 883 / 883 | 883 / 883 | 883 / 883 | 883 / 883 | 883 / 883

Stacking height | mm | 610 | 630 | 610 | 630 | 610 | 630 | 610 | 630 | 610 | 630

SAO PAULO 68 / 100 / 125 / 150 /175
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